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ABSTRACT 
 
The promotion of energy-efficient appliances is necessary to reduce the energetic and 
environmental burden of the household sector. However, many studies have reported that a 
typical consumer underestimates the benefits of energy-saving investment on the purchase of 
household electric appliances. To analyze this energy-efficiency gap problem, many scholars 
have estimated implicit discount rates that consumers use for energy-consuming durables. 
Although both hedonic and choice models have been used in previous studies, a comparison 
between two models has not yet been done. This study uses point of sale data about Japanese 
residential air conditioners and estimates implicit discounts rates with both hedonic and choice 
models. Both models demonstrate that a typical consumer underinvests in energy efficiency. 
Although choice models estimate a lower implicit discount rate than hedonic models, the latter 
models estimate the values of other product characteristics more consistently than choice 
models. 
 
Keywords:  Integrated Assessment, Biophysical Economics, Sustainability, Power-Supply 
Systems, Nuclear Energy, Fossil Energy. 
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1. Introduction 
 

When purchasing energy-consuming durables, such as home appliances and vehicles, a 
consumer compares their electricity consumption and fuel economy with their prices. If s/he 
expects that s/he would get money back in future, s/he would choose an energy-efficient product 
even if the price were high. The problem is whether a consumer evaluates the benefit of the 
energy-saving investment in an efficient manner. 

 
The discount rate that a consumer uses for energy-efficient durables is defined as the 

“implicit discount rate.” Many scholars have estimated implicit discounts in various contexts 
to understand how consumers evaluate their energy-saving investment (Dubin, 1992; Sanstad, 
Hanemann, and Auffhammer, 2006; Train, 1985). Most studies report that a typical consumer 
uses a higher discount rate for energy-consuming durables and argue that s/he underinvests in 
energy saving.1 This phenomenon is named an “energy efficiency gap” by Jaffe and Stavins 
(1994). 

 
When extracting implicit discount rates for energy-consuming durables from market data, 

researchers analyze the relationship between capital and operating costs of durables. Either 
hedonic or choice models have been used for empirical analysis.2 Hedonic models analyze how 
the difference in operating cost is reflected in the capital cost. Choice models analyze how the 
operating and capital costs determine the choice of products (Train, 1985).  

 
To derive consumer demand for energy efficiency, it is necessary to know how 

sociodemographic characteristics of households affect the valuation of energy efficiency of 
durables. Unfortunately, most market data include only information about sales and product 
characteristics. Consequently, previous studies have estimated the marginal effect of energy 
efficiency improvement on product price. However, it is well known that the estimated marginal 
effect does not coincide with consumers’ willingness to pay (WTP) for energy efficiency. 

 
In the choice model, researchers define an indirect utility function with observable factors, 

such as product price, characteristics, and energy efficiency measures, and then, include 
unobservable factors into a random term. However, some unobservable factors can be 
correlated with observable factors. For instance, unobservable product characteristics are 
correlated with the product price. In such a case, the standard independence assumption is 
violated and an endogeneity problem arises. Although many scholars have attempted a wide 
variety of instrumental variable (IV) approaches, there are still criticisms that the endogeneity 
problem has not been resolved adequately. 

 
In some cases, consumers purchase two or more durables. We expect that the choice 

criteria for the second or third durable would be different from the choice criteria for the first 
durable. To examine the difference in the choice criteria, researchers need to know the order of 
purchase of the durables. Unfortunately, most market data do not include such information. 

 

                                                 
1 By contrast, some of the studies that analyzed the fuel economy of vehicles reported that consumers 

overinvested (Greene, 2010). 
2 In addition, engineering and stated preference models are used for the estimation of implicit discount 

rates. In engineering models, the installation costs of energy efficient technologies are compared and the 
value of resulting energy efficient investment is estimated. In stated preference models, surveys are con-
ducted to elicit WTP for energy efficient investment.  
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Although the same durable is sold at different prices to different buyers, most market data 
do not include the record of each sale. Typical market data include only aggregated information, 
such as the total value and number of sales.  

 
In addition, the technology progress of energy-consuming durables is very rapid and the 

set of the durables that consumers can purchase changes within a short time period. In choice 
model analysis, the choice set needs to be addressed while in hedonic model analysis, the sales 
number needs to be taken account of. 

 
To this end, in considering the characteristics of market data, we should state that 

researchers have estimated implicit discount rates under strong assumptions. Perhaps partly 
because of this, previous studies have observed a large variation in the implicit discount rate 
(Sanstad, Hanemann, and Auffhammer, 2006). Nevertheless, surprisingly, no study has used 
the same dataset to compare the results between two models. Then, the following questions 
arise. Can we show that an implicit discount rate is higher than the interest rate applied for the 
conventional investment project regardless of the model selection? Which model’s estimate of 
the implicit discount rate is higher and which is lower? The purpose of this study is to answer 
these questions. 

 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief literature 

review about implicit discount rates. In Section 3, we explain our dataset. This study analyzes 
the point of sale (POS) data of Japanese residential air conditioners (ACs). Section 4 presents 
and compares the estimation results of hedonic and choice models. Section 5 concludes the 
paper. 
 

2. Literature Review 
 
Many scholars have estimated implicit discount rates for various energy-consuming 

durables. Table 1 summarizes the estimations of household durables. 
 
Table 1 shows that the size of the estimated implicit discount rates varies widely across 

studies. Some studies have reported that the estimated discount rate is only 2% while others 
have reported that it exceeded 100%. 

 
The majority of the studies were conducted between the late 1970s and early 1980s; this 

is the period after the oil shock, when energy conservation measures were focused on strongly. 
Although a wide variety of energy conservation measures have been introduced in recent years, 
and there are many studies that have been conducted in the United States (US), there is only a 
limited number of studies globally. 3  The energy consumption of US households is 
substantially higher than that of other countries. Therefore, the studies in the US can be 
considered as research conducted in a special region.4 

 
When analyzing household data, researchers have found that low-income households 

have higher discount rates than high-income households do (Train, 1985). This may be 
because low-income households cannot afford energy-efficient appliances owing to the 

                                                 
3 For instance, Energy Star Label was introduced in the US in 1992. 
4 While the average per capita energy consumption of OECD counties is 191.25 million British thermal 
units (Btu), that of the US is 312.79 million Btu (US Energy Information Administration, 2011).  
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liquidity constraint.5 
 

Choice models are used frequently for appliance analyses while hedonic models are used 
less frequently. On the other hand, hedonic models have been used for the analysis of consumer 
valuations of the fuel economy (Arguea, Hsiao, and Taylor, 1994; Espey and Nair, 2005; Fan 
and Rubin, 2009; Fifer and Bunn, 2009; McManus, 2007). Greene (2010) conducts a literature 
survey of consumer valuation of the fuel economy and reports that the implicit discount rates 
are estimated to be higher when hedonic models are applied. 

 
This literature review shows that some studies estimate the implicit discount rates of 

multiple energy-consuming durables but no study compares the implicit discount rates 
between hedonic and choice models. In this study, we examine how consumer valuation over 
energy efficiency is influenced by the selection of empirical models.6 

 

 
                                                 
5 Matsumoto and Omata (2015) find that the implicit discount rate in Vietnam is substantially higher than 
in developed countries. Then, they argue that the liquidity constraint in developing countries prohibits the 
promotion of energy efficient appliances. 
6 Dubin (1992) analyzes energy-saving investment for houses and argues that the comparison between he-
donic and choice models is important if the problem of asymmetric information in the housing market is 
considered. A comparison of the models has been conducted outside of the energy efficiency literature. For 
instance, Palmquist and Israngkura (1999) compare the valuation of air quality between hedonic and choice 
models. 
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3. Data 
 

To examine consumer valuation for energy efficiency of durables with a hedonic model, 
we need to find a market in which the varieties of durables are large. By contrast, as the varieties 
increase, then the application of choice models becomes cumbersome. Therefore, we need to 
find a market in which the varieties of durables are in an appropriate range for both hedonic 
and choice models. 

 
If consumers expect multiple functions for the product, then their decision criteria become 

complicated. For instance, it is less clear whether consumers purchase vehicles solely for 
transportation purposes or to flaunt their wealth (Veblen, 1899). Thus, it is desirable to analyze 
products that have a simple function. 

 
Considering the abovementioned conditions, we analyze the Japanese residential AC 

market in this study. Households use ACs for space cooling and heating while other functions 
attached to the ACs are secondary. A wide variety of ACs is available in the Japanese market. 
However, room sizes are standardized in Japanese homes and ACs sold in Japanese market are 
designed to fit specific room sizes.7 Consequently, consumers choose an AC among those 
appropriate for their room size. 

 
Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of our dataset according to cooling capacity. It 

shows that the sales price of AC, , increases as the room size increases. Similarly, the annual 
electricity consumption of AC, , increases as the room size increases.8 As the room size 
increases, the required heating capacity ( ) also increases. Thus, we find a positive 
relationship between cooling and heating capacities. In addition, Table 2 shows that the physical 
size of AC increases as cooling capacity increases. 

 

 
 

                                                 
7 The “tatami mat” is used as a measurement unit for traditional Japanese rooms. The size of one tatami 
mat is 1.74 m by 0.87 m. Room sizes are standardized according to the number of tatami mats used. 
8 Annual electricity consumption, , is defined as the electricity required to run a specific AC under the 
following condition. It is assumed that an AC is used in a wooden house facing south located in the Tokyo 
area. The AC is used for space cooling to maintain the room temperature at 27°C from May 23 to October 4 
while it is used for space heating to maintain the room temperature at 20°C from November 8 to April 16. It 
is further assumed that the AC is used for 18 hours per day (Japan Refrigeration and Air Conditioning In-
dustry Association, 2014).  
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The variable  is the number of days after a specific AC model is released to the 
market. Since this average is about 450 days, many consumers purchase slightly old models. 

 
In addition, Table 2 shows that the number of varieties is small in the large cooling capacity 

class. The application of the hedonic model is difficult in large classes. We analyze ACs in the 
classes of 2.2kW, 2.5kW, 2.8kW, 3.6kW, and 4.0kW. The detail of the data construction is 
explained in Appendix 1.  
 

4. Estimation Results 
 
4.1. Hedonic Model Analysis  
 

The purpose of this study is to compare the implicit discount rates between hedonic and 
choice models. Since a linear utility function is often used in choice model analyses, we assume 
the following linear hedonic model, 
 

.                      (1) 
 
Here,  is the average “acquisition” price9 of the th AC model at period ,  is the 
annual electricity consumption, and  is the length of the period from the market release 
day to the sales day. In addition, we include the number of months from April 2008 ( ) to 
control the price change.  is the vector of AC functions and  is an error term. 

 
If the prices of energy efficient ACs with low values of  are high, the coefficient of  

is estimated to be negative in Equation 1. Using this coefficient, we discuss consumer valuation 
of energy saving. 

 
Although we estimate Equation 1 for each cooling capacity class, we need to realize that 

there is a large variation in sales numbers among the AC models. Diewert (2003), Silver (2002), 
and Silver and Heravi (2005) summarize the problems of hedonic model analyses and propose 
using sales value as a weighting variable in the hedonic analysis of POS data.10 Following their 
suggestion, we estimate hedonic models with the weight of sales values. The results are 
presented in Table 3.  

 
First, the annual electricity consumption of  shows negative and significant signs in all 

class models. This result implies that consumers purchase ACs with higher energy efficiency at 
higher prices. However, the benefit of the electricity saving differs across the AC classes. For 
instance, while the benefit in the 2.5kW class is 44.99 yen, the benefit in the 2.2kW class is 
98.07 yen. 

 

                                                 
9 If the rebate was provided for the purchase of a specific AC model, we subtract it from the 
sales price and use the acquisition price that consumers actually paid in the following analy-
sis.  
10 These authors argue that the attributes attached to expensive models with limited num-
bers of sales are undervalued when the number of sales is used as a weighting variable.  
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The variable  becomes negative and statistically significant at the 1% level in all class 

models. Hence, old models are priced less. Consumers are concerned with not only the 
functions of ACs but also the freshness of AC models. The variable  becomes negative 
and statistically significant at the 1% level in all class models. This suggests that the price of 
ACs declined during the sampling period. 

 
All other functional variables except the bacteria elimination variable _  become 

positive and significant at the 1% level. This means that the price of ACs increases as an 
additional function is attached.  
 
4.2. Choice Model Analysis 
 

In the choice model, we assume that a consumer who purchased th AC model at period 
 obtained the following utility, 

 
.              (2) 

 
Although all unobservable factors are included in the error term , some of them may be 

correlated with the price  or the annual electricity consumption . We use a control 
function approach to resolve this endogeneity problem. More specifically, we estimate the 
utility function of Equation 3, which adds the control function  to Equation 2. The 
derivation of the control function is reported in Appendix 2.  

 
     (3)  

 
The estimation results are presented in Table 4. Since the bacteria elimination variable 

_  is correlated perfectly with the ion emission variable  in the 2.5kW class, we 
remove the former variable. In addition, for all ACs in the 3.6kW class that have the same 
heating capacity ( ) of 4.2kW, we remove that variable.  
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In choice model estimation, the negative coefficient of the specific variable suggests that 

consumers are more likely to purchase an AC model with a smaller value. By contrast, the 
positive coefficient suggests that they are more likely to purchase an AC model with a larger 
value. 

 
First, the price  becomes negative and significant at the 1% level in all four models. As 

we expect, consumers would not purchase an expensive AC if all other functions were the same. 
Second, annual electricity consumption  also becomes negative and significant at the 1% 
level. This suggests that consumers choose an energy efficient AC if the prices are the same. 
As mentioned in Section 1, in a choice model, we compare the coefficient of the annual 
electricity consumption variable with that of the price variable to discuss consumer valuation 
of energy saving. We provide a discussion of this comparison in Subsection 4.3. 

 
The variable for days after initial sales, , becomes negative and statistically significant 

at the 1% level. Consequently, consumers would choose a newer model even if all other 
functions were the same. This result is consistent with the hedonic model analysis. 

 
Although the results of the auto filtering and air control valuables are consistent across all 

four classes, the results of the remaining variables vary. Finally, the control function becomes 
significant at the 1% level. It implies that controlling unobservable factors is important in choice 
model analyses. 

 
4.3. Model Comparison  
 

In the previous two subsections, we examine consumer valuation of energy saving with 
both hedonic and choice models. In the hedonic model, the “perceived” benefit of the annual 
electricity saving is estimated to be worth  (yen/kW). On the other hand, in the 
choice model, this saving is estimated to be worth ⁄  (yen/kW). 

 
The actual benefit of electricity saving depends on the electricity price. A purchased AC 

will be used for several years and the electricity price will change during this period of product  
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usage. Nevertheless, previous studies simply use the electricity price at the time of purchase 
when calculating implicit discount rates. In this study too, we ignore expectations about the 
electricity price and simply use the electricity price that a general household paid at the time of 
the AC purchase. Specifically, we use the electricity price of the Tokyo Electric Power 
Company, which was 22 yen/kWh.  

 
We initially calculate the payback period by dividing the perceived benefit, , by the 

electricity price, . The results are presented in Table 5. Although the table shows that the 
payback period consumers want is 1.7－7.5 years, this is much shorter than the general usage 
period of ACs.11 

 
When the usage period of an AC is assumed, 11.5), and the electricity price is assumed, 

22 , then the implicit discount rate of  (%) is given a value that satisfies the following 
equality.  

 
∑               (4)  

 
The results are summarized in Table 5. The table shows that implicit discount rates range 

from 19.6% to 48.5% in the hedonic model while they range from 7.5% to 57.7% in the choice 
model. Although these values are larger than those reported in Goett (1983) and Morita, 
Matsumoto, and Tasaki (2014), they are about the same as that reported in Hausman (1979). 
See Table 1. 

 
In both hedonic and choice models, the estimated implicit discount rates are much larger 

than the discount rate used for the general project analyses. Hence, this suggests that a typical 
consumer underinvests in energy efficiency. 

 
Finally, from the comparison between the two models, we find that hedonic models tend to 

estimate a larger implicit discount rate than choice models do. The difference is large and the 
implicit discount rate of the hedonic model is twice as large as that of the choice model.  
 

5. Conclusions 
 

Although many studies estimated implicit discount rates during the late 1970s and early 
1980s, only a limited number of studies was conducted thereafter. In this study, we analyzed 

                                                 
11 Tasaki (2006) examines the usage period of ACs brought to the electronics retail stores for recycling pur-
pose and reported that more than 60% of ACs were used for 8 years. 
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the sales data of residential ACs in the Japanese market to evaluate the consumer valuation of 
energy saving. We estimated implicit discount rates with both hedonic and choice models and 
compared the results between the two models. 

 
We found that consumers underinvest in energy saving regardless of the choice of the 

estimation model. The estimated implicit discount rates range from 7.5% to 57.7%. Although 
many policies have been implemented in recent years to provide consumers with energy 
efficiency information for home electric appliances, consumers continue to underinvest in 
energy-saving appliances. Energy efficiency information about ACs is well displayed in 
electronics retail stores in Japan, and thus, consumers can easily calculate the future electricity 
cost. Considering these facts, it is very difficult to change the myopic behavior of consumers 
simply by providing energy efficiency information. 

 
We found that hedonic models estimate a larger implicit discount rate than choice models 

do. In fact, the difference between the two models is large. Greene (2010) conducted a literature 
survey about consumer valuation of the fuel economy and reported that the benefits of the fuel 
economy in hedonic models were larger than those in choice models. Our results are consistent 
with those of his literature review. 

 
On the other hand, we found that hedonic models provide more consistent results about 

product attributes than choice models do. Considering the assumptions of the empirical models 
and the restrictions of the market data, further model comparison would be necessary to 
understand consumer valuation of energy saving. 
 

Appendix 1. Data Construction  
 
The primary data are sales data collected by the market research firm GfK Marketing 

Service Ltd. Based in Japan. It is a member of the GfK group, the fourth largest market research 
firm in the world, headquartered in Nuremberg, Germany (Gfk, 2015). The data were collected 
from 4,023 retail stores. The data on ACs cover about 55% of total annual sales in Japan and 
include the total value and number of sales of each product as well as the detailed specifications 
of each product. 

 
ACs are classified according to room size; their cooling capacities show the 

corresponding room size. There are nine cooling capacity classes. ACs of 2.2kW, 2.5kW, 
2.8kW, 3.6kW, 4.0kW, 4.5kW, 5kW, 5.6kW, 6.3kW, and 7.1kW are designed for rooms of 6 
jyo (9.06 m2), 8 jyo (12.08 m2), 10 jyo (15.10 m2), 12 jyo (18.12 m2), 12 jyo (18.12 m2), 14 
jyo (21.14 m2), 16 jyo (24.16 m2), 18 jyo (27.18 m2), 20 jyo (30.20 m2), and 23 jyo (34.73 m2), 
respectively, in a wooden house.12 

 
We initially remove two AC models whose cooling capacities are unknown from the 

dataset. In a hedonic model, the number of the models needs to be large to analyze the 
relationship between the price and characteristics of the ACs. Consequently, we focus on the 
cooling capacity classes of 2.2kW, 2.5kW, 2.8kW, 3.6kW, and 4.0kW. 

 
The ACs are classified into general, housing, and business categories. There are only two 

                                                 
12 Jyo is the number of tatami mats. 1 jyo is approximately 1.51 m2. 
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AC models in the housing and business categories. We focus on the general category. The ACs 
in the housing category are special models installed when new houses are constructed. The 
prices of the housing AC models are set slightly higher than those of the general models. We 
discard the AC models whose categories are not recorded in the dataset. 

 
There are three installation modes: placed on floor, ceiling, and wall hanging. We remove 

the AC models whose installation modes are placed on floor and ceiling as there are only five 
AC models in these two installation modes. We discard the AC models whose installation 
modes are not recorded. 

 
Most ACs sold in the Japanese market have space heating functions. In our dataset, only 

15 AC models are used exclusively for space cooling. We remove them from the dataset. In 
addition, we exclude AC models with less than 500 sales units in the entire sample period; 
they are old models in general. 

 
When the number of sales is recorded as zero, we cannot know whether the AC model 

was not on sale in the market or nobody purchased it although it was available in the market. 
Furthermore, the sales price is not recorded in the dataset. Thus, we remove the AC model if 
the number of sales is zero. We find that the sales values are recoded as zero in the 2.5 kW 
cooling capacity class despite positive numbers of sales. We remove two models from 
September 2010, two models from October 2010, one model from November 2010, five 
models from December 2010, and three models from January 2011. Since the number of 
misreported models is large, we remove the entire data of April 2009.  

 

Appendix 2. Control Variable Construction  
 

Following the approach proposed by Petrin and Train (2010) and Kim and Petrin (2010), 
we construct the control function as follows. 

 
AC markets are separated by cooling capacity classes. Consumers choose one AC among 

the ACs in the specific cooling capacity class suitable for their room. This study uses 
information of ACs sold in the remaining classes in order to overcome an endogeneity problem. 

 
When analyzing ACs in the  cooling capacity class, we use the data of the remaining 

class ( ) and estimate the following hedonic function  
 
ln . 
 

Here,  is the average price of the  AC model at period ,  is the cooling capacity, 
 is annual electricity consumption, and  is the vector of the characteristics of the  

AC model. We use sales value as a weight. The results are presented in Table 6. 
 

Using the estimated coefficients, we calculate 
 
ln . 

 
Plugging this into the exponential function, we estimate the expected price of the  AC 
model in class   
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ln . 
 

Using  as an instrumental variable, we estimate the following hedonic function 
 

. 
	

Finally,	we	calculate	the	residual	of	this	estimation 
 

. 
 
We use this as a control function in Equation 3. 
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